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Motion Tabled

Prop. 14 Hits Senate Floor, Misses

1)

14, an issue which
been discussed in Pacific's
iotms, political groups, dining
" i and in fact, almost all stuh»";
and faculty meeting places,
dent
last
ade the PSA Senate floor
00
Tuesday night and promptly left
jt The motion on Proposition
14 was presented by Senator Sue
'yin. Phillips of Raymond College.
e de.
Shortly after the motion was
and maJe and passed out in written
e inform, Senator Doug Dawson
W (Men's Interdorm) moved to
into table the motion.
The motion
waS passed by a vote of 6 to 3.
The concluding statement read:
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proposition

"The Senate of the Pacific Stu
dent Association declares its op

position to a change in the pres
ent state policy of nondiscrimination in housing on the basis of
race, religion or national origin.
THE MOTION
"The Senate of the Pacific Stu
dent Association encourages the
defeat of Proposition 14. This
resolution places the Senate, but
not necessarily the entire student
body, in opposition to Proposi
tion 14."
Senator Dawson explained the
reasons for his motion. "The
Senate and the Pacific student
body are inseparable. The Pacif
ic student body elects each sena
tor for the main purpose of aid
ing the Senate to determine the

basic policies of the Pacific Stu
dent Association. These basic
policies should be concerned
solely with the activities, prob
lems and interests of our college
community.

OPENS DOOR
"The endorsement of such a
measure, as introduced by Sena
tor Phillips, opens the door for
Senate consideration of every
other political issue, be it state,
local, or national in origin. This
would invariably lead to many
hours of debate concerning such
issues, while the main function of
(Continued on Page 3)

Photo by Tom Oliver

PSA Vice-President, Doug Pipes, monitors last Tuesday's Senate
meeting at which the Proposition 14 issue was brought up and
immediately tabled.

"Belafonte in Person" at Pacific;
PSA Sponsors November 16 Concert
Moving ballads, audience-par
ticipation songs and other old
standards that are his trademarks,
will be special features as Harry
Belafonte comes to campus Mon
day, November 16.

Belafonte, an accredited enter
tainment giant in the concert and
recording field, is making his first
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college tour appearance in the
United States in a decade when
lie appears at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium at 8 p.m. that eveim . mng.
J"
The program entitled "Bela
fonte in Person" will introduce
A busy day is scheduled for coffee at this time. At 11, by some students, and the Pa
HARRY BELAFONTE
the unique voice of Greek songthe mothers and fathers of Pa Mother's Clubs will meet in the cific Band will play. The pro
tress Nana Mouskouri, the ex mental section have won many cific students Saturday, Oct. 24, Conservatory.
gram will close with a "Beat San
cellent backing of the Belafonte audiences with their unique and when the University of the Pa
The parents will have lunch Jose" rally, complete with the
Singers and two old-timers in unprecedented use of the guitar cific will hold its annual Parents at the dining hall where their yell leaders and pom pom girls.
folk-jazz, Brownie McGhee and and harmonica as musical instru Day.
son or daughter eats, sororities
A campus tour at 3:30 p.m.
Sonny Terry.
Parents' Day provides parents and fraternities included.
If
will be conducted by the Spurs,
ments.
of UOP students with an oppor some houses are not serving national honor society for Soph
Belafonte will open his show
The concert is PSA sponsored tunity to become better acquaint lunch, parents will be able to eat omore girls. The Robert E.
with the simple act of singing.
ed with the University. The day at either Grace Covell or Ander Burns Tower will be open at this
Entering on a darkened stage and tickets will go on sale Octo
begins with registration and ends son dining halls.
time.
ber
26-28.
They
are
$3,
$4,
and
without any musical accompani
with a football game between
At 2 p.m., there will be a pro
A reception will be held in the
ment or introduction, he sings $5 and available to Pacific stu
UOP and its traditional rival, gram in the Conservatory. The patios of Grace Covell Hall at
several numbers before ever dents from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
San Jose State.
agenda includes a panel discus 4 p.m. Here, parents will meet
addressing the audience. He will the PSA office on those days.
Registration
will
be
held
from
sion
on the topic, "Life at Pa faculty, students, and other
, singing many of the songs he
Tickets will be sold on a "cash 10 a.m. to 12 noon on the lawn cific." The panel will be mod parents.
is known for: Calypso beats, bal
only" basis, with no holds on area next to Robert E. Burns erated by Dean Betz, dean of
Climaxing an eventful day will
lads and folk songs.
them. After October 28, tickets Tower. Parents will pick up their students, and will include pro be the UOP-San Jose State game
Sonny Terry and Brownie Mc- will be on sale to the general name tags and football tickets, fessors, students, and parents. at 8 p.m. in Pacific Memorial
hee and their special instru- public.
meet other parents, and have Musical talent will be displayed Stadium. Tickets are made avail
able to the parents at half price
($1.75 per ticket) for this special
occasion.
Donald G. Smiley, alumni ex
ecutive director and chairman of
Parents Day said, "We hope
Parents Day will be very success
By LYNNE GASKINS
ed north on its 3 hour flight. The soon as the "Fasten Seat Belts" ed out his clip board and began ful. We should have about 1,000
plane bustled with activity as light went out. Coach Henke pull- reviewing plays with some mem parents if all goes well."
About this time, many UOP
bers of the team.
U, ents have had it "up to here"
The general attitude was one
Tl fbe Tiger Football Team,
of "we've got to do it." Even
i e7 catlt really be blamed for
eir attitude: after all a 50-0
PSA President, Pete Windrem has expressed concern about the Head Coach Campora seemed re
s^
laxed. On takeoff, the big chuckle
c°re is pretty discouraging.
happenings at the Senate Meeting last Tuesday evening. The Senator
was
the addition that needed to
to Ut nt>t only 's
discouraging from Raymond College, Sue Phillips, proposed a Senate Resolution be added to his seatbelt. All the
incta student body, it's discourag- dealing with Proposition 14.
way he sat puffing a cigar and
!° a football team and to its
Almost instantaneously after the resolution had been seconded,
cJ'
reading one of Ian Fleming's
°ach.
Doug Dawson, Senate Representative from the Men s living groups,
famed James Bond novels.
!jast Friday morning, all was moved to table the original motion. A point of privilege was called
Noses were pressed against the
r,d1' Th:e Tigers boarded their for the Senators to review the motion. A vote was taken and the
window as the plane came down
motion
to
table
the
resolution
indefinitely
was
carried
by
a
vote
of
DC-6 about 8 A.M., with
W. S. U. 50 — PACIFIC 0
into Spokane, Washington. There
coaches, trainers, doctor, 6-3, with one member absent.
tadii
"In a University which emphasizes dialogue, conflict of ideas was a heavy mist in the air and
5, , ann°uncer, and several
and
free and open discussion in the spirit of academic freedom, the the aspens were turning all
fS
t
le
e
s
u
stew j
^ P P q ad. The
shades of orange and yellow. The
itsid' eSSeS ^
decorated the second motion was out of order," declared Windrem.
mist became rain as the Tigers
ane
"I feel that the Student Senate of a University should defend
'ad kl°^
P^
with orange
and
their entourage debarqued.
ack streamers; a pictured
Tn
the rights of the students, whether they be a campus, state or
A local TV station had its
national nature. Proposition 14 is one that could affect many students
hung up front'.
Bym«.Tiger
cameraman and reporters there
fBe plane was high
0ver c
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)
l°ckton and had just turn-

Annual Parents Day Features Traditional
Rivalry Game Between Pacific, San Jose State

Jhe Team, the Trip, the Report

From Summer to Fall, From Spirit to Silence
Windrem Remarks on Senate Action

BASH
B. Y. U.
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EDITORIAL

Prop. 14, the PSA; Whot is the Issue?
The arrival of Proposition 14 as an issue
on the floor of the PSA Senate brings with it
several interesting questions.
The proposition in its universal scope raises
questions of personal freedoms to both pro and
con factions. Each side makes a different inter
pretation of the freedoms involved and their
relative importance.
With respect to the issue as it has been
applied to the PSA Senate, another question
enters the scene. This question would appear far
more important to student government at Pacific
than simply the merits or drawbacks of Proposi
tion 14.
The motion introduced last Tuesday calls
for the individual members of the Senate to en
courage the defeat of Proposition 14." However,
there is obviously more involved here than the
personal attitudes of PSA Senators.
First, as Dean Betz has pointed out, it has not
been established that the PSA can represent
Pacific students on national issues. Second, the
motion calls on individual action not representing
the total student body. But, is this possible?
Certainly if our national Senate, as a group

of individuals, were to support some controversial
issue, the world would view such action as repre
senting the policy of the whole United States. It
is doubtful they would view it as an endorsement
by individuals only. The same theory would
apply to PSA Senate action in this instance.
If the student body does not want even to
be mistaken as supporting the defeat of Proposi
tion 14 it would certainly behoove them to make
sufficient protest.
Finally, because of the chance for confusion
as to the origin of the motion, perhaps another
tactic is in order. First, the Senate should de
termine the validity of its taking stands on na
tional issues. Second, if validity is established,
an additional proposition could be put on Pacific s
mock election ballot. The proposition would read
that if a certain percentage of PSA members vote
in the election, a statement by the Senate on Pro
position 14 should be issued.
The statement would be required to reflect
the result of the vote be it pro or con. Because
of the importance of the issue, perhaps it is only
right that the required percentage of votes be
the same as that required of a PSA constitutional
amenden't.
CHRIS SCHOTT

Lady Statesman is
First Speaker on
Celebrity Schedule
H e l e n Gahagan Douglas,
world-wide traveler and past del
egate to the United Nations is
scheduled to appear Nov. 23
and 24.
Mrs. Douglas, who was ap
pointed alternate delegate to the
United Nations First Assembly
by President Truman in 1946,
also served on the Financial and
Economic Committee with Adlai
Stevenson. In addition, her past
political
experience
includes
membership on the Foreign Af
fairs Committee during her first
term as California Congresswoman. At present Mrs. Doug
las is a member of the National
Advisory Committee on Farm
Labor.
In addition to her political ex
perience Mrs. Douglas, has vis
ited Russia, Mexico, West Africa,
and has spent time in Central
America, Western Europe and
South America.

LETTER
To the Editor,
It is said that sins of omission
are more atrocious than sins of
commission. The Ethic of Sil
ence currently being pursued by
the smugly incorrigable PSA
Senate brutely verifies the max
im's truth. As an observer at last
night's meeting, I saw the wan
ton callousness of the legislature
reassert itself once again.
In refusing to debate the pro
posed resolution concerning Pro
position 14, the Senate re-com
mitted its annual suicide.
Its
historical silence in the face of
critical issues is so notorious as
to be comic. My hopes and ex
pectations concerning relevant
student government puncture and
collapse: in some cases, the wages
of sin is death; here, it is just
plain boredom.
Bud Gerber
Peggy Gunn

By SHARON ALEXANDER
MY CONSCIENCE HAS been bugging me. I decided that it
just isn't nice of me to gossip about people unless I do something
kind to balance it out. So, I started hunting around for some sort
of good deed and came up with a list of people who need sympathy.
Please feel sorry for, be nice to, and heckle tenderly the following:
DARREI. LEWIS, whose jaw was broken and wired together fol
lowing a rough but victorious football game against Phi Sig. He now
sips all meals through a straw, and Phi Tau may well have an in
credible shrinking man who can out-shrink Mike D'Asto . . . Dale
Moon, who collided with a bar stool and has been limping around
since . . . and MIKE VAX whose thumb is wrapped in yards of
bandage. He bumped it into a wall several weeks ago . . .
AT THE STROKE OF MIDNIGHT at DU's pajama party
last Saturday Chip Gross stood up and announced that it was Gail
Abeloe's 21st birthday and that she was Roger Francis's date. Those
who didn't know Gail personally crowded around Roger's date to
congratulate her — who was, by the way, Ann Davidson. Gail was
there with Bob Fisher.
HASHERS are probably the most ridiculed, picked on, and
loved people at Pacific. Alpha Chi's hashers were presented last
week with tall green chef's hats and flower studded serving jackets
which they good naturedly wore to serve dinner . . . and THAT was
the night every sorority girl on campus tromped through the house
during the evening meal to pick up the A Chi O's for desert at D.G.
What could the flower-boys
do but stand there and blush?
HASHER AWARDS are a hasher's means of retaliation. At
Theta, Janet Maffei was given the "Wench of the Week" award, and
the hashers presented her with a toilet seat tied with a big bow . . .
At Tri Delta, Karen Hancock was named "Hasher Heart Throb"
as the hashers read a mock letter from her explaining her reasons
for coveting the honor . . . But no one knows how to get even better
than the D.G. hashers. They tape recorded a raunch dinner and
played it for entertainment at their fraternities.
SPEAKING OF HASHERS, five Tri Deltas hashed at Phi Tau
Tuesday night wearing Fling nighties . . .
SOME ONE FELLOW IS IMPOSING girls' hours at South
Hall, and the other guys just can't take it. The TV's off and door's
locked at 11:00 — and if you're out, you STAY out. Well, the girls'
set-up isn't quite like that . . . but it could be an idea to replace
campuses.

On October 23, the student
body will be allowed to vote in a
mock national election. Sponsor
ed by the National Student Asso
ciation (NSA), and all campus
political groups, the ballot will
contain President and Vice Presi
dential candidates, California s
U.S. Senators and Representa-

tives, and Propositions 14-17
Literature will be published f0t
student information by the
and the other camput ppolitiCa[
groups. This information wil|
contain all candidates' qualify
tions as well as the pros and cons
of each of the propositions

Windrem Remarks on Action
(Continued from Page 1)
on campuses throughout California. The Senate is a sounding board
and I believe that this move was unethical to the spirit of 0peil
argument^

meant to stifle

the discussion. It was legit.

imate parliamentary procedure, but I do not think it was ethical
under the circumstances."
"In this resolution," Windrem went on, Pacific is not setting a
precedent among colleges. UCLA as well as the NSA (National Stu
dent Association) regional section have already passed resolutions
similar to the one proposed here.
"There have been instances of housing descrimination among
Pacific students. This problem is definitely one of student concern,
and that it should have gone by without discussion in an open forum
seems unethical to me," he concluded.

University Center Plans Receive
Assistance from Alumni Association
By PETER WINDREM
The Board of Directors also
The Board of Directors of the
Alumni Association renewed its approved a plan whereby dis
tinguished alumni regularly will
support for the University Center
visit the campus from various
Project at a meeting Saturday, professions to advise and assist
October 3. The Board made students in planning for future
plans for the immediate coopera
tion with the PSA on three com
I am greatly encouraged by
mittees: 1) Development, 2) Fin the Association's increased con
ance, and 3) Design. In keeping cern for the welfare of students
with its policy to improve rela while enrolled at Pacific rather
tions between students and the than waiting until graduation be
Association, the Board of Direc fore evidencing interest. The
tors is seeking expert assistance services offered by the alumni
from the alumni to provide con indicate a new and vigorous
tinuity and expedite the Uni policy of concern which the PSA
applauds.
versity Center Project.
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former Weekly Editor Returns to UOP
Serve as Adviser to Publications

By LEE VOYE
gugene Ross, new advisor „
to
the Pacific Weekly and the
N'aranjado, has traveled widely
(,efore taking his present position
• the English Department of
[)OP> his
alma mater.
goss entered Stockton College
• 1948, then left to spend a short
time in the Air Force. He visited
French Morocco, Italy, France
and England while in the service.
pj,en he returned to Stockton
As a student
anJ entered UOP.
Fete, he was on the Dean's list,
Editor of the Pacific Weekly, and
received his AB in English in

ting a
d Stuutions 1954.
Mr. Ross received a California
Congress of Parents and Teach
mono
es scholarship for graduate
tcern,
study in English, which he also
orum
took at Pacific. He later did fur
ther graduate study at San Jose
State.
After graduate school, Ross
took a teaching position at Pleas
ant Hill High School, Pleasant
Hill, California, in English and
Journalism. In the summer of
1960, he left Pleasant Hill to
supervise a nine-week tour for
dis- N.S. high school students to
will Japan.
rious "On the way to Japan, we
issist stopped over in Hawaii. I was
:ture fascinated with the business pos
sibilities there, so I decided to go
by back," relates Ross. He did re
con- turn after the tour and became
ents Administrative Assistant to the
ther
beFbe

—

W,W

EUGENE ROSS
Secretary of Theo. H. Davies,
Ltd. in Honolulu. His job at the
firm was to handle all communi
cation with the press, do public
relations releases, and to publish
the company's magazine.
After a year in the tropical
sunshine, Ross returned to the
mainland where he taught at
Washington High School, Fre
mont, California for a semester.
He then became head of the
English Department at Newark
High School in Newark, Cali
fornia.

Upon his return to his alma
mater, Ross says that he is "very
favorably impressed" with the
campus as it stands now. He
says that one of the first things
that he noticed was its dynamic
nature and its willingness to grasp
the opportunities offered to pros
per and expand.

1st Education Convocation Features
Mississippi Freedom Project Worker

Reverend James Corson, guest
speaker at last Thursday's Educa
tion Convocation, gave his small
audience a first
hand report on
the education problems of minor'ties. Rev. Corson's observations
were based on his experiences
during a summer of working on
the Mississippi project.
Rev. Corson compared the edu
cational standard of U.S. Cau
casians, with those of Negroes,
he told of the poorly qualified
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Fall Follies
Fall Follies, a new campus
variety show to be held Oct. 17,
will feature the music of H.
Hadley Batchelder, a profes
sional blues singer who plays a
12 string guitar, currently play
ing at the Minotaur.
The show will also include stu
dent acts of all types and will
provide a showcase of dancers,
singers, comedians, instrumental
ists, and novelty acts. Tickets for
the Pacific Band sponsored event
are priced at $1.50 for general
admission and $1.00 for holders
of student body cards. The Fol
lies will be held in the Pacific
Conservatory beginning at 8 p.m.
Proceeds from the variety show
will be used to finance a trip for
the band to Phoenix, Arizona on
Dec. 17. The Pacific band is one
of six in the nation which is in
vited1 to attend the national con
vention of the College Band
Directors.

Kansas College Hosts
UOP Forensics Team
The University of the Pacific's
forensic team will be honored as
special guests at the tenth annual
Emporia State Forensic Tour
nament to be held Oct. 23 and
24.
The tournament, held at the
Emporia State Teachers College,
Emporia Kansas, each year hon
ors the winning team of the Na
tional Debate Tournament at
West Point, New York. Last year
Pacific's debate team of Raoul
Kennedy-Doug Pipes won this
national championship.

'>ac^,#c Pharmacists Host Sixth Annual
Seminar Series for Retail Druggists
Pacific s School of Pharmacy will host five post graduate seminars
in Stockton this fall. Prof. Max Polinsky, coordinator of the seminars,
stated that their purpose is to educate the practicing pharmacist in
new methods and drugs.
According to Prof. Polinsky, the program is constructed for non-

Pharmacy School
Stages Symposium
"Symposium
for
Hospital
Pharmacists" will be presented
for the first time at the Univers
ity of the Pacific by the School
of Pharmacy. It is to be spon
sored by the Northern Calif
ornia Society of Hospital Phar
macists and will be held at An
derson Lecture Hall Oct. 17-18.
Two professors from the uni
versity are included in the pro
gram. Dr. James King will speak
on "The Dosage Form — A
Pharmaceutical System" and pro
fessor Max Polinsky will cover
the topic, "Concepts of Drug
Distribution." '
Lunch and dinner are includ
ed in the $15 Symposium fee
which is payable to the NCSHP
upon registration.
Although the program is de
signed for practicing hospital
pharmacists, students of pharm
acy are welcome to attend. Ac
cording to professor Polinsky,
the pharmacy department expects
about 40 pharmacists f r o m
throughout the state.

(Continued from Page 1)
the Senate, i.e., preparing and enacting laws and statutes which
affect any activity or interest of
the Association, would be stifled
and thus relegated to a position
of secondary importance.
"One should not overlook the
consequences of the passage of
such a motion. It is not impos
sible to foresee the use of the
Senate ratification for future po
litical exploitation by those who
advocate and support Proposition
14," said Dawson.

Riverwind

OCTOBER 9, 10, 16, 17
show time 8:00 p.m.
reservations advisable
telephone 462-8676
students half-rates

157 W. Adams
(one block down from Henry's)

Three professors from the
Pharmacy department, Dr. Alice
J. Matuszak, James Thompson,
and Dr. Carl C. Reidesel will
speak in conjunction with visiting
lecturers. Topics include "Arth
ritis and Nonsteroidal Antiin
flammatory Agents," "Hormones
of the Reproductive Cycle," and
"Progestational Hormones."
The first speaker is Dr. William
Garoutte from the San Francisco
Medical Center who will speak
Oct. 27. His topic is "The Mean
ing of the Electroencephalo
gram." The other guest speaker,
Dr. John W. Phillips, a surgeon
and researcher from Stockton,
will speak on "Gastric Hypother
mia."
This is the sixth time the pro
gram has been held in Stockton.
Polinsky noted that it is desirable
to hold these seminars in other
locations so that a different group
of pharmacists can attend.

Prop. 14 Misses with Senate

teachers, the crowded classrooms,
and the small amount of govern
Although Raoul Kennedy
ment funds paid to schools which
graduated last year, senior Doug
are primarily Negro.
The minister went on to des Pipes will be returning with Mark
cribe his feelings that the White Kusanovich, a sophomore from
Citizens Councils in the South Modesto, to be honored at this
are indoctrinating Negro chil year's tournament. Accompany
dren into believing in white su ing on their trip to Kansas will
be debate coach Paul Winters.
premacy.
Following the Convocation, the
In addition to the tournament
entire audience was invited to itself, the Pacific team will be
have lunch with Rev. Corson in participating in a convocation de
Covell Hall.
bate between the host school and
NOT POLITICAL
the guest team. This debate will
"It
is
important that every mem
be held on Oct. 22, the day be
fore the State Forensic Tourna ber of the Pacific Student Asso
ciation be concerned with the
ment begins.
proposition and support his own
The Emporia State Forensic view, whether it be positive or
Tournament is the first
major negative. However, the Pacific
national tournament this year and Student Association was not
will consist of six preliminary founded as a political institution
rounds followed by octa-finals concerned with political issues
eliminations. There will be 60 outside of the college community,
schools from without the nation and should not become an associ
participating in this tournament. ation which supports political

WITH
fed Arrants
Sue Hanifen
Hildegard Sabrowsky Tom Collins
Louise Longley
Wendy Wight
Norm Rosen

hospital pharmacists. They hope
to draw pharmacists from all over
the Stockton area. The seminars
start Oct. 20 and will be held
every Tuesday through Nov. 17
in Anderson Lecture Hall at 9
p.m.

Gohsts, Owls, Spooks and Witches
Await You At

HALLOWEEN PHOTO SUPPLIES
HALLMARK HALLOWEEN CARDS

issues merely by the decision of
a body such as the Senate, whose
members are not elected for their
stands on political issues."
DISCUSSION
Dawson concluded, "Proposition
14 ought to be fully discussed in
the appropriate organizations and
activities on campus. But we in
student government have a big
enough job without becoming in
volved in external political is
sues."
In reference to the issue, Dean
Edward Betz stated that Proposi
tion 14 is of concern to students.
"However," he said, "this shouldnot be the point. The point is
whether or not the Senate as an
elected body represents the stu
dents on issues other than those
normally handled by student gov
ernment. It has to be establish
ed that the student government
should debate anything a n d
everything before the Senate
takes action. This has not been
established."
SEPARATION
Betz also said that although the
motion places the Senate and not
the entire student body in oppo
sition to Proposition 14, there are
still other concerns. "Can you
separate the Senate from the stu
dent body?" he said.
This is not the first time this
type of issue has come up. The
"Ban the Bomb" movement was
an issue in 1962 and was brought
to the Senate in a similar manner.
After much discussion, a motion
was made "that the Senate should
not take a stand on national and
international issues." On Feb
ruary 2, 1962 the motion passed
by a vote of 8 to 7.

Octiber 16

Miss Kafhy Urbach Becomes 40th
'Belle of Archania' at Belle Function
Miss Kathy Urbach, a Delta Delta Delta sorority pledge was
crowned "Belle of Archania" during ceremonies in Pacific's Gold
Room last Sunday afternoon.
Miss Urbach is 18 years old, a sophomore French and physical
education major from Los Altos. She is Vice President of her pledge
class.
In the past, the men of Phi
Kappa Tau
(Archania)
have
chosen a "Belle" each semester
from sorority rush classes. How
ever, now that sorority rush is
a once-a-year, pre-school pro
gram, a different method of se
lection will be used for the sping
semester sweetheart.
The "Belle of Archania" tra
dition dates from 1941 when Phi
Kappa Tau was Alpha Kappa
Phi, the oldest local fraternity
west of the Mississippi River.
The pledges of Tau Kappa
Kappa (now Delta Delta Delta)
stole one of the bells from the
Archania collection. In retaliat
ion, the Archites stole a pledge
and vowed she would replace
the bell in the bell room. It was
not until the following morning
that the bell was returned and
the girl released. Thus the men
decided to honor her by naming
her the Archania "Belle". Thus,
Archania added to its "clang
ing bells", the "clinging belles."
"Belle" function is attended
by the ladies of each of the five
sororities, their house mothers
and
various
other
campus
women. Past "Belles" in attend
ance this year were Karen Har
old, Delta Gamma; Dottie Dan
iels, Kappa Alpha Theta; Con
nie Wilson, Delta Delta Delta;
and Jeanne Noble, Delta Gam
ma. Total attendance was over

300.

—

UOP Dental School
Rises on Mammy's Lot
Fallen in the wake of progress
is a history-filled old home on
Webster Street in San Francisco.
This aged structure was demol
ished last week to make way for
the University of the Pacific's
Dental School.
Mary Ellen Pleasant, better
known as Mammy, moved into
the home when she arrived in San
Francisco in the 1860's. She fled
from a Georgia plantation where
she had been a slave.
According to a researcher for
the Negro Historical and Cul
tural Society, Mammy Pleasant
was a voodoo ritualist who oper
ated during San Francisco's Gild
ed Age. Although she made her
money by dubious means, she
used it for a good cause.
"Mammy Pleasant was the
mother of civil rights in Califor
nia" said the researcher. She was
a friend of the John Brown who
hung himself at Harper's Ferry.
She also formed a terminal for
the underground railroad, and
helped runaway slaves get jobs
on her ranches and tanneries.
A slab of marble above the
door of Mammy Pleasant's old
home has been salvaged and will
adorn her recently - discovered
grave in Napa. It will be inscrib
ed, "A Friend of John Brown."

New College Fad Covell Fun Night
Stars 'Volks-Tote' Lacks Manpower ,
"Volks-Tote", a new college
activity born at Wayne State Uni
versity in Detroit, is taking hold
on campuses around the country.
The new intercollegiate sport
involves a team that carries a
Volkswagen sedan for 100 feet,
drops it, gets in, and speeds back
to the starting line in the fastest
time.
The Delta Sigma Pi fraternity
at Wayne State were the origina
tors of the game, which evolved
from a bull session's suggestions
of something to do. The frater
nity holds the record for VolksToting, a "fast 38.89 seconds"
and they challenge any college
group to better it.
The rules, as devised by one of
the fraternity brothers, are as fol
lows:
1. The VW must be a driveable,
fully equipped model, with no
parts removed.
2. The VW must be carried 100
feet, and disqualification is the
penalty if the car touches the
ground before then.
3. The car can be carried with
ropes, boards, or pipes under
the car, but the apparatus can
not be put on until after the
clock starts.
4. The team carrying the car can
be of any number of people,
as long as they can all fit in or
on the car for the race back to
the starting line.
Who will be first?

"Where have all the young
men gone?"
This might have been the
theme song of Covell Hall's Fun
Night, Friday, Oct. 9. All the
flowers,
baby orchids, had gone
there; so had all the young girls
— for a while anyway, but . . .

Famed Choreographer
Visits Conservatory
To Stage Dance, Recital
Eric Hawkins, the American
choreographer
who has
per
formed twice in Paris with his
dance company, will present a
recital at Pacific. Hawkins was
chosen in 1963 with his company
as the only American dance com
pany in the Theatre of Nations
festival to perform for five
nights in Paris.
On the afternoon of Oct. 9 a
lecture entitled "Music as a Col
laborative Art with Dance," will
begin the program.
Hawkins
will present his recital with his
company at 8 p.m. Oct. 19 in
the conservatory.
Hawkins was graduated from
Harvard University where he
majored in Greek literature and
art. Modern ballet gave Hawk
ins his start under the direction
of Harold Kreutzverg of Salsberg, Austria. Martha Graham,
a well known instructor of mod
ern dance, asked Hawkins to be
a leading male soloist in several
dance classics after she saw his
performance in "Showpiece" at
the International Dance Festival
Hawkins has given perform
ances across the United States
for the last ten years.

"Triumph

of

the

osophy

and

methods,

ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466 7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

will

be

shown to the students of Pacific
today at 3:30 and again tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the conservatory.
The film
a

is being shown through

recent revision of

the Alien

Property Law which still limits
its distribution to educational
groups.

"Triumph of the Will1 w
created by Nazi propagandists *
the 1930's, and was immediate'r
christened the official propagatlj
film of the party.
Stanley Stevens, executive Stt
retary of Anderson "Y", Sa.
"We would like to call partiq,
lar attention to this extraordinJt,
film.
It is filled
with terror ^
symbolism and provides a rat?
film experience."

Exciting
New
Designs
SCANDSA

Pipes Challenges
New PSA Senate
Douglas Pipes, vice-president
of the PSA, called to order the
first Senate meeting of the 196465 school year, Monday, Oct. 5.
Pipes spoke on "The Challenge
to Leadership." In his talk Pipes
covered two major points: the
use of the facilities of the PSA
buildings and the responsibility
of the members of the Senate to
come to the meetings "loaded
with ideas." In an effort to stimu
late thought along these lines
Pipes said that the ideas should
pertain to such things as budget
examination, constitution
revi
sion, the legal code, class officers,
problems and gripes of students,
and improvement of representa
tion within the Senate.
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond en
gagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flaw
less clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail ^Trade
mark registered.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page
full color folder, both for only 25#. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Learning about a European buffet.

PARTY SUPPLIES

an

account of Adolph Hitler s phil

For those who did attend,
nevertheless, there were card
games in the lounges and dancing
to a jukebox and refreshments in
the dining room. Special enter
tainment was hula dancers in
bright muumuus wearing leis of
baby orchids flown
in from
Hawaii. The dancers were Mili
Kim, Heather Milne, Tamarr
Wilson, Sue Brown, Sylvia Mon
roe, Jeannie Lowell, Marsha Givens, and DeeDee Drendle.

GIFTS

Will,

25,000 EUROPEAN
JOBS
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
—25,000 jobs in Europe are
available to students desiring to
spend a summer abroad but could
not otherwise afford it. Monthly
wages range to $300 and jobs in
clude resort, office, child care, fac
tory, farm and shipboard work.
$250 travel grants will be given
to the first 5000 applicants. Job
and travel grant applications and
full details are available in a 36page illustrated booklet which
students may obtain by sending
$2 (for the booklet and airmail
postage) to Dept. 0, American
Student Information Service, 22
Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Luxem
bourg.
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, £YRACUSE,_N._Y._132°5_ j

OR REFUND TO

HEADQUARTERS FOR KEEPSAKE
DIAMOND RINGS
Credit Gladly

JEWELERS
328 E. MAIN ST. • STOCKTON. CAUS
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Wilson Fellowship
ftt Grad Studies
rpfje

Woodrow Wilson NaFellowship Foundation
Vrs 1,000 fellowships for first
ar graduate study leading to
careers in college teaching.
oodrow Wilson Fellowships are
chosen from about 11,000 candi
dates from the United States and
Canada who are nominated by
college faculty members.
This
grant is intended primarily for
,resent seniors who are in the
fields ofr humanities or social

Tiger's Manager
Fatally Injured in
Weekend Collision

sciences.

BENEFITS

A holder of a Fellowship who
is single or without children re
ceives a living stipend of $1,800
for one academic year. Married
John Roesh, Pacific junior and
Fellows with children receive ad
ditional allowances of $1,000 for member of Alpha Kappa Lambda
the first child, and $250 for each fraternity was fatally injured
additional. In addition to this Sunday, Oct. 11.
living money, the tuition and fees
Roesh was manager of the Pa
are also paid and 200 of these
type of Woodrow Wilson Fellow cific Tigers football team, and
ships are awarded annually.
had just returned from the
Washington
State game the night
ELIGIBILITY
before.
A
pre-med student,
A senior who is going into
graduate study, who has a cumu Roesh spent his first year in West
lative of 3.35 or 3.40 can be eli- Flail, and moved into the AKL
for this competition. A house in the Spring of 1963.
candidate must be nominated by
Roesh came from Aberdeen,
faculty member no later than
October 31, 1964.
South Dakota, and went to high
The Woodrow Wilson "scholar school at the Shattuck Military
ship" is just one of many which Academy in Minnesota. Ffe was
provide financial assistance to stu past Master Counselor of De
dents in many catagories: some of
Molay. He also had an extensive
these scholarships are the coin collection which contained
Rhodes, Marshall, and Danforth. one rare coin type of which there
In the last two years Pacific has are only three in the world.
had two students win the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship; they were
John C. Beyer, and John Broe-

Roesh is survived by his
mother, father, a seventeen year
old brother and a fifteen
year
old sister.

If you have more questions as
eligibility or procedure, please
iontact the Graduate Office.

Funeral services were held on
Wednesday by Father Smitburg,
at St. Johns Episcopal Church.
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(Continued1 from Page 1)
to interview "Tiny" and some of
the team.
On the bus (a 2 hour ride to
Moscow, Idaho), the country was
the orange shade of a fall not
seen in California. In Moscow,
the hotel was old and typical of
a small town. Several members
of the traveling party stayed in
Pullman, Washington, at the
University and had a chance to
observe the local culture.
PULLMAN
Photo by Dave Frederickson

Lunchtime is a welcome part of the agenda at last Saturday's
Pacific Student Association Leadership Conference. The all day
seminar was held at Micke's Grove and was attended by mem
bers of the PSA Executive Cabinet, Senate, and Judicial Branch.
Also present were representatives of campus living groups.

Campus Radio Begins Broadcast Year,
Soon Serve Entire Student Body
"The purpose of KUOP-AM,"
said Bill Craig, general manager,
"is to provide instantaneous communications to our entire cam
pus community. It is specifically
programmed for the college stu
dent."
KUOP-AM, UOP's campus
radio station, is owned and op
erated by the students of UOP.
The station opened Oct. 5 and
broadcasts Sunday through
Thursday from 6-12 p.m. It is a
campus-wired station working on
a frequency of 660 kilocycles.
Craig said that three years ago
UOP had a campus radio
station, but lack of funds pre
vented its continuation. Just
last spring through the efforts
of PSA President Pete Windrem
and Craig, a petition requesting
administrative coverage of the
cost of operating the station was
approved. "With this support,"
said Craig, "it is hoped that
KUOP-AM will become an integral part of the UOP campus."

At present the AM cable ex
tends only to South, West, and
Covell Flails, but plans have been
made for an entire campus hook
up. John Davlin, formerly with
KPIX-TV in San Francisco, is
advisor to the AM radio staff
of twenty-five. The staff will
work in cooperation with Stock
ton station KWG, the Pacific
Weekly, and the UOP music de
partment in planning its pro
grams. News releases will come
from the AP wire service.
"KUOP-AM will be unique
in its programming," said Craig.
"The key word is variety. I
would call it a 'personalized
radio' because it will not be limi
ted in format." "Our programs,"
he said, "will include news, music
specifically aimed at the taste of
college students, and special feat
ures, including programs in
Spanish, direct coverage of Sen
ate meetings, and special news
on Homecoming, Band Frolic
and the national election."
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Summer to Fall...

The 1963-1964 Naranjado will
be distributed today until 3 a.m.
and Monday 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the PSA offices. They will also
be distributed Tuesday a n d
Thursday 4-5 p.m. at the Nar
anjado Office. Plastic covers for
the books are available at 35c
each. They are available only to
students who were members of
the PSA both semesters, 19631964.
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5. Antonym of Close
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TAX INCLUDED
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED
SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO

UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE

ON CAMPUS SERVING YOU

MIRACLE MUSIC
2363 Pacific Ave. - Stockton, Calif
466-4388

The pep rally, held in the
football stadium, was attended by
about a quarter of the 8,000 stu
dent population.
There were
some ideas that have never been
used at Pacific, but all-in-all there
was little that hasn't been seen
here at one time or another.
There were the usual songs by
the band, the song girls and yell
leaders, and the ever-present
skit.
Pullman provides its college
with some interesting "campus
hangouts" like "The Cougar"
and the Rathole." Any night of
the week the jukebox can be playing loudly and the sounds of
voices break the stillness in the
air. There is a beautiful Student
Union which is also a favorite
meeting place.
SATURDAY
Saturday the weather had
cleared up for the game. Not
much is left to be said about the
game, except that the team, even
in the depths of the closing mo
ments of the game, never "threw
in the towel." Even though they
and the cheer leaders present
were facing an alien crowd, spirit
never dropped during the game.
After the game, the team was
strictly silent. There were no
smiles, for obvious reasons. A
box lunch was handed out and
all ate silently.
Soon chatter
rose as the buses rolled back to
Spokane. Errors were discussed,
new ideas came up, but there was
no excitement.
SPOKANE
There was a three and a half
hour layover in Spokane. Most
of the team just walked and
thought. It's a clean town with
many stores and shops. It has
its "skid row" with signs of "We
pay for gold teeth" and the like.
The Davenport hotel, which was
the base for the evening's activi
ties saw many sitting around
watching TV until the buses left
for Spokane International Air
port.
HOMEWARD

The party boarded the plane
about 11:20 p.m. and settled
down for a long flight home. The
lights went out as soon as dinner
was served and cleared and the
majority slept most of the way
home. A small group greeted
the party as they made their way
back to campus. Someone said
"I hope next week we can come
in by the light of day." With
that, the team, settled with an
ticipation for a hard week's prac
tice session, relaxed and waited
for their encounter next Satur
day with Brigham Young Uni
versity in Provo, Utah.
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Pacific Sports

Bob Erman, the "Gall,
from Gait," was selected as
"Tiger of the Week" last
day night at the weekly
terback Club meeting held
Webb's for his fine
offensjt, La
gro"1
showing in Pacific's 5010
Washington State.
mbst
1940,
In last Saturday's game Ett^

LOCKER ROOM CHATTER
Honey Eats Foot This Week As
Prediction Misses By 53 Points

Pi

There is an old saying that goes,

gained ninety-five net yards i,
twenty-one carries for a 4.5 „
erage per carry. In the three
vious games he had g
ninety-eight yards in tv
seven carries for a 3.6 averagi

"It ain't the things you don't know what gets you
into trouble; its the things you know for sure what
ain't so.

But after the first quarter of play, I could readily see
that Pacific was in for a long afternoon at Pullman, Wash
ington. At Spokane, assistant coach Ed Henke commented
while viewing a water fountain that "If it is three feet deep,
I am going to jump in." Coach Campora didn t say any
thing.
The question that everyone is probably asking is why
did the Tigers fall apart? Slot back Al Melikian remarked
that the defensive rush of the Cougars was amazing. I would
run into a hook pass pattern for about eight yards, and before
I took three steps, Tom Strain was down." From all the re
ports, Strain was lucky to complete the seven of 22 passes
he threw.
It is obvious that the line game was the big factor in
the contest as well as the running of Cougar halfback Clancy
Williams. Washington State capitalized on two pass in
terceptions for scores, and gave the pig skin to Williams
around end for three more TD s. Offensively, the Tigers
only spark was big Bob Erman who played an excellent
running game. But other than that, we couldn t do any
thing right, and the Cougars couldn't do anything wrong.
This week there were many changes made in the Tiger
set-up as they prepared to take on a good BYU club tomor
row. Campora has switched from the platooning system
to a two-way ball club. This means that Raydell Barkley
and Bob Irwin will probably go both ways with Dick Kirby
and Paul Latzke on the line. All in all, about fifteen ball
players will see considerable action. The changes have been
made because of injuries and lack of experienced depth.
What is the prediction for this week? Are the Tigers
going to repeat last week's performance or pick up? Confucious once said, "The cautious seldom err." So, this editor
is going to play safe on both sides and say the game will be
a toss-up. If the jinx that has hit the Tigers is lifted, we can
probably give the BYU Cougars a good battle. But if old
man tradition sticks with us, I would hate to say any more.
Pacific has the material, the coaches, and the minimum
support. It is just a matter of time
— Tom Honey

Frosh Gridders Begin Season With
30-0 Trouncing By Modesto Jr. College
The University of the Pacific
Frosh Football team made its
first appearance last Saturday
night by traveling to Modesto to
do battle with the Modesto Junior
College Pirates. After only three
weeks practice and missing two
outstanding linemen because of
injuries, the Tiger Cats were de
feated 30-0 in a one sided affair.
With only 24 members on the
squad, Coach Bill Kutzer had
most of the team go both ways
which was a definite advantage
to the Pirates.
Playing outstanding games for
Pacific were linebacker Corbett

Wolfe and halfback Sam Elkins.
Wolfe was the key trouble spot
to the Pirate running game
through the line all evening as the
235 pounder from Oakland was
at the right place at the right
time.
Elkins was the leading ground
gainer for the Frosh as he carried
seven times in the second half for
a total of 34 yards. The 5'9"
speedster from Tuolomme aver
aged 4.9 yards per carry and did
a fair job in interference run
ning.
Some of this year's outstand(Continued on Page 7)
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Quarterback Club As
Selects Bob Ermm

Page Six

This adage well expresses the position of this editor after last
week's Pacific-Washington State football prediction. A score
of 50-0 is a far cry from a three point difference. But 111
take it on the chin. I honestly thought that the Tigers would
come through. Oddly enough, many other sports writers
of greater scope and responsibility than I also figured
the
Tigers to come out on top.
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Erman, a sophomore majotitj
in business administration, pl^
fullback and will be playing o®
side linebacker this week for I

Intramural Action. George Meek of Delta Upsilon grabs a pass
in last week's contest against Phi Delta Chi.

WSU Romps Pacific Tigers 50-0
Substitution Abandoned By Tiny
Washington
on UOP as he
touchdowns, and
triumph before

hind

By BARRY HARPER
State first unloaded "Classy" Clarence Willianms
ran for 17-yard and 60-yard first-quarter
Cougar
then detonated its entire offensive arsenal in a 50-0
a sun-warmed crowd of 13,000 in Pullman last

Saturday.
Although the Cougars Wil
liams scored three touchdowns,
and halfback Willie Gaskins
scored twice on a fifty-yard
pass
interception and a 27-yard off
tackle slant; it was mainly the
poor play of the Tigers which
contributed to WSU's easy win.
Washington State also added two
touchdowns in the fourth quarter
and a safety in the second quar
ter to complete the Cougars
scoring.

line stand as he submarined and
rose bearing the WSU ball car
rier at the one-yard line.

As a result of the devastating
defeat, Coach "Tiny" Campora
has decided to drop the two pla
toon system. The first unit will
be going both ways with some of
the substitutes filling in to give
some of the first unit a breather.
After Monday's practice the first
ERMAN SHINES
Pacific's offense sputtered all unit consisted of: Raydell Barkafternoon with the only bright ley, tight end; Mike Sears, split
spot being Bob Erman's play at end; Dick Kirby and Bill Sandefullback. He gained a net total man, tackles; Bob Irwin and
of ninety-five yards rushing in Vern Garrison, guards; Paul Lat
twenty-one carries while the
zke, center; Tom Strain, quarter
Tigers as a team gained a net of
back; Al Melikian, slotback; Bob
eighty-eight yards.
Washington State's blitz de Erman, fullback; and either Al
fense stymied Pacific's passing Ford, Arnie Miller, or Jim Grif
game as Tom Strain completed fith at tightback.
six out of eighteen for fifty-two
yards and had three intercepted.
Pacific's offense was hampered
by poor field position throughout
the game and often was set back
when it seemed on the move by
demoralizing penalities which
amounted to 120 yards on eleven
infractions.
The Tiger defense did little in
the way of stopping the maroon
and gray uniforms of the Cou
gars. Bob Irwin turned in an
outstanding job in Pacific's goal
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CASTLE AND PACIFIC
Phone 466-4388
Open Nightly Till 9:00
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BOB ERMAN

first time as the Tigers go bAhen
to the use of first
and sea
units instead of the "platoon'illie
football. Commenting on tomofiall i
row's game, Erman said,, "II lie g
though it is Brigham YOUM lenal
homecoming, we should be abi »mp
to take them by a couple i lown
touchdowns." And as fot ti iffer
rest of the season he feels, "1 ilatoc
will win the rest of them."
Ho

Coach "Tiny" Campora fa mtl
Erman has really come along •—
a sophomore. He said, "Bob II r
to carry that ball and he also
one of our better blockers." I
man agrees with the coach
the fact that he likes to ®
the ball and said, "Here at f
cific I am getting that chans

the
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As Minerva Sees It

NCAA Changes Football Substitute Rule
part II: Platooning Controlled by Clock
k,st week, I spoke of the back
{ on the various NCAA
jZf°U
.
,
substitution rule changes since
1940, mentioning the reasons be
hind the changes. This week,
however, I will present the new
substitution rule and attempt to
5 lain its operation during an
exp1
actual game.
In 1963 the rule was liberalized
io allow platoon substitution on
second or third downs only, with
wo people able to enter the game
freely- Since there was such wide
spread confusion and misinter
pretation of this rule, the NCAA
rUles committee devised a more
liberal rule that has drawn the
Ire of many people including
ibose wishing unlimited and re
stricted substitution alike.

have found that there are not
enough of these clock stoppings.
Consequently, the team with the
ball, in order to get in a new
team allows the 30 seconds in
which to put the ball in play to
elapse, stops the clock, and takes
a "ve yard penalty.
The most
common occurance for this move
is on fourth dtawn when the five
yard penalty won't make any dif
ference.
NEW STRATEGY

few, although when it does occur,
it is very annoying and costly.
Many people cannot see why col
lege football doesn't go back to
the old unlimited substitution
rule. The small colleges like
Pacific want it especially. The
rule still keeps down platooning
excessively, but the majority of
the coaches don't like it and
would like to have all or none
of unlimited substitution.

Gary Courtwright Places 29th In Meet:
4-Mile Cross Country Invitational
The honor of "Tiger of the Week" does not go to a football
player this week, because of an outstanding feat accomplished by a
cross country runner last week-end. The honor this week goes to
5'8" Gary Courtwright who placed 29th in a 3.9 mile run of 1500
contestants. The meet was the Sacramento State Invitational Cross
Country Meet where the top
runners in the NCAA were pres
ent to compete. Of course, San
Jose State captured the team title
as defending NCAA champions,
but the 140 lb. junior from San
Lorenzo made a fine showing by
ripping off the 3.9 miles in 20
minutes flat.
As a freshman, Gary broke the
school record in the 3 mile run
by 19 seconds. Being paced by
two alternating runners, he had
a mile time of 4:57 and a two mile
time of 10:15. He finished the
race with a 15:29 mark.

Taking a game situation, the
Next week this section will dis
new rule on various occasions cuss the reasons behind the fight
could work in many ways. Let's
for complete unlimited substitu
assume that Pacific has a first
Gary has been a lot of places
down with its defensive unit on tion. At this time, I will present
the field. There are a number of the thoughts, of various coaches and has done a lot of things. Be
things that can be done to stop who are familiar to the nation fore he came to Pacific, his most
the clock. The Tigers could call and Pacific specifically. It will outstanding experience was when
he ran from San Lorenzo to
The new rule provides that time out. But instead of wast be the final article in this series
Santa Cruz wearing a black derby
ing
one
of
those
precious
four
platoons may be sent into a game
concerning substitution and will with a pink ribbon around it, to
any time when the clock is breathers, the Tigers can also
sum
up the pros and cons with win an endurance test race.
throw
an
incomplete
pass,
run
the
stopped. Two players may enter
some comment on the new rule.
then the clock is running. In ball out of bounds, or take a five
The grueling 65 mile jaunt over
other words, the clock is the gov- yard penalty for delay of the
over
the Santa Cruz Mountains
Next Week: NCAA Substitu
and the jagged hills of the bay
trning factor in the new rule, and game. For the most p«rt, teams
tion Rule Changes: Part III.
area took Gary slightly over 14
rule is so simple that all can usually prefer to run the ball in
such
a
way
to
stop
the
clock
and
hours to complete. Having start
follow it easily.
not suffer a loss in yardage.
ed at 6 in the morning, Gary
Platooning is prohibited only
Many teams already have de
arrived at the boardwalk in Santa
then the clock is running and a signed plays for this situation in
Cruz at 8 p.m. thoroughly ex
(Continued from Page 6)
team has used all of its time outs. which the defense can run a
hausted with his tennis shoes red
:The clock is stopped when the sweep around end to gain yards ing freshmen include center Jerry from his bleeding blisters. "I was
sail goes out of bounds or over and get out of bounds or a pass Van Lengen, tackle Don Trimble, half out of my mind and my eyes
he goal, after a score, when a pattern that some how seems to
were dilated when I finished,"
lenalty is assessed, after an in- go astray. The problem in throw and guard Dan Flores. These Gary commented. "You just
ompleted pass, and during a first
ing the pass, however, is that offi linemen all played in the North- don't realize how far 65 miles is.
lown measurement, all of which cials are now calling the inten South Shrine game in Los Ange You just don't realize."
iffer numerous opportunities for tional grounding rule a little les this past summer. The list in
When asked if the black derby
ilatooning without a time out.
closer than before.
cludes other stars that have gain
hat was a good luck charm, Gary
However, many teams throughBut the number of times a team ed some sort of all-league honor replied by saying, "It doesn't take
ut the country, Pacific included, must act to stop the clock is very from various areas of California. good luck charms to run long
Fielding one of the larger races; it takes work. The only
good luck charms I have are the
Correction of hours of the END ZONE
teams in many a year at Pacific, scars on my feet from blisters
the Frosh will have five remain- that became infected."
Week Days — 7:30 A.M. — 11:00 P.M.
ing games with various Frosh
Saturdays — Closed
teams in Northern California.
Sunday — 2:30 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
LOVES TO RUN
This year's coaches are Bill KutAfter U.O.P. Games — 5:00 P.M. — 11:00 P.M.
zer and Ross Shoemaker.
Ordinarily, after running such
a distance one would stop and
stick to the shorter distance runs,

Frosh Gridders...

TIGERS
BASH BYU

GARY COURTWRIGHT

but not Gary. As he puts it, "Of
my two dislikes in the whole
world, running short races is the
first and Anderson f o o d is
second. I love to run."
At the present time, Gary is
working very hard for the Far
Western Championships in Cross
Country. Monday, he completed

Pacific Track Team
Goes to Hayward
Pacific's cross country squad
takes to the road Tuesday, as they
travel to Hayward to meet Cali
fornia State at Hayward in a dual
meet.
Cal State will return the favor
next week as the Pioneers are
scheduled to see the Tigers once
again, only this time in Stockton.
Last Saturday the T-Cal distancers competed in the Sacra
mento State Invitational Cross
Country Meet with Pacific's Gary
Courtwright finishing 29th out of
over 100 contestants.
Others competing for the
Tigers in the 3V2 mile course
were Dick Gentry, Larry Dooley
and Harold Griswold.
In the freshman and junior
college cross country event the
Bengals were represented by
Gerald McKnight, Donald Payne
and Ed Abbott.
one of the toughest workouts of
his career. He began to sprint
and pace about 3:00 in the after
noon. He then began to continue
running around the school and
neighborhood until 6:30. "I am
really looking forward to this
event," said Gary. After the
performance he made last Satur
day, Courtwright should have
little trouble in making a good
showing.

TOCKTON'S NEWEST COLLEGE ENTERTAINMENT SPOT
Featuring This Weekend

H. HADLEY BATCHELDER, Jr.

Pills really work!!

FROM RECENT ENGAGEMENTS IN BAY AREA
A DYNAMIC BLUES ARTIST
12 STRING GUITAR
LLB. from CAL.

Next time get your prescriptions
filled at the

NEW OPERATING POLICY - No: Blue Jeans, Sweatshirts
No: Capris -No Persons Under 18 Allowed

for your campus pharmaceutical needs

CLINICAL PHARMACY

Health Insurance Enrollment
Extended To NOV. 1,1964
The Continental Casulty Co. has agreed to accept STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN ap
plications until NOVEMBER 1 to allow all eligible students to enroll.
Durinq Auqust A Brochure Describing The Plan Was Mailed To The Home Of Each Student
uen^
Who Had Registered In Advance Or Who Had Been Adm'tted A s
ew
We Reprint Portions of That Brochure. Complete Brochures Are Available At The Business
Office

t &

TO ENROLL NOW - Take Or Send A Signed Application With Your Payment Of $22.00
To The Business Office. Your Protection Will Be Effective On The Day Your Payment Is
Made. DO NOT DELAY!!
YOUR BENEFITS ARE
TO ALL STUDENTS AND PARENTS
When, because of an accident or sickness, a stu
dent who is insured under this plan shall require
medical services, apart from the regular Univers
ity Student Health Service, the actual cost of
such services will be paid by the insuring com
pany according to the following provisions:

IMPORTANT NOTICE
RE:

Student Health Insurance Plan
Underwritten By
Continental Casulty Company

Point 1:

This insurance applies at all times for a full year
and includes all vacation periods.

Point 2:

The University recommends this Insurance to all
students who do not have any other private plan.

Point 3:

This insurance supplements the services provided
by the University Infirmary.

3. Surgeon's fees for operations due
dent or sickness from $10.00 up
per operation according to the 4
CMA Relative Values Study on
Student Health Service.

Determine at once if your son or daughter is presently covered
by your own Family Insurance Plan (most Plans exclude child
ren over 18). Please read your present Policy to be sure.
If your student is not otherwise covered we urge you to put
the University Accident and Sickness Policy in force by returning
the enclosed card with your check for $22.00.
Please review the enclosed Brochure which describes the ben
efits of the Policy.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
Stockton, California
STUDENT INSURANCE ELECTION CARD

n

L-1
1

1

T~~T
(please sign)

.School Year:

1964 - 1965

Date:

YES - Please put my Accident and Sickness Policy into effect for a full year starting September 3,
My checkfor/22.00 payable to:
"Continental Casulty Company" is enclosed.

T964.

NO — I do not want the Benefits of the Accident and Sickness Policy, because:
• Adequate Coverage is in force.
0 Other reasons.

'P

n
NOTE — Please return this card whether
you accept or reject these benefits.

1 L,

0

| Return this card by October 1, 1964, so tbat our records will be complete.

1. Room and Board Expense — at a hospital
limit of 50 days, $20.00 per day.
2. Miscellaneous expenses, including operating
room, anesthetic, drugs, medicines, labora
tory tests and X-rays, while the student is
confined to a hospital, limit for any oik ac
cident or sickness up to $400 plus 50 /o of
the excess expenses.

WE ASK THAT YOU:

Student:

ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS

to an acci
to $350.00
point I960
file at the

4. Physician anesthetist's fee for administrating
anesthetics to patients confined within a hos
pital, each accident or sickness up to $85.00
(based on the 1960 CMA Relative Value
Study).
5. Miscellaneous expenses at hospital or doctor:
office (not infirmary), for X-ray, drugs anc
medicines while the insured is not hospita
confined. Payment begins after the 5 th dol ai
of expense for each accident or sickness, an
pays up to $25.00.
6. Doctors' visits on non-surgical cases while the
student is confined to a hospital up to $5per visit, to a limit for each accident or sic
ness of $150.00.
7. Doctors' visits on non-surgical cases when the
student is not confined to a hospital, up t0
$5.00 per visit beginning with the first visi ,
for accident and third visit for sickness, to
limit of $150.00 for each accident or sickness8. Nurses fees will be paid when the student i
confined to a hospital, up to $25.00 per a
to a limit for each accident or sickness
$150.00.
9. Ambulance expenses for travel to or from a
hospital for confinement, each accident
sickness up to $25.00.

